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Group Meditation
New Moon Cycle Seed Thought
August 13 through September 10
Verily, the Era of the Mother of the World is based upon realization of the heart…
Let us not forgetNote:
that
for each important achievement the Feminine Principle is
Write to the Editors at webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
essential as a foundation and essence. The heart cannot open to the Subtle
World if it is not understood through a special achievement. Heart #68
September 11 through October 10
The work of the experts will be sorely needed, but the understanding interest
and the sustaining power of those whose hearts are aflame with love can alone
make their work possible. …above all else, the solution must be found in the
uprising of goodwill in the hearts of men. DINA 2 P.365-6

Note: Write to the Editors at webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
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Revelations

“Therefore, the call goes out at this time for hierarchical workers to reveal with greater emphasis the
fact of the Hierarchy.” The Rays and the Initiations P. 300

A

relatively ancient Great Lie which fosters
the illusions of materialism and separation.
The illusion of materialism holds that
anything other than the material world is
illusory. The doctrine of separation
maintains that each of us is a separate and
totally independent being. Under this twofold lie, there is no Hierarchy to externalize,
and humanity is doomed to an apparent life
of struggle for a relatively meaningless
existence in a world of inadequate and
dwindling resources.

very large part of the problem we
have with both this Ashramic
assignment and also with the
coupled
assignment
regarding
the
reappearance of the Christ has to do with
our lack of understanding regarding the art
of revelation, and our fixation on the dense
physical plane of appearances.
Revelation is dependent upon recognition.
The externalization of the Hierarchy and
revealing the fact of the Hierarchy are two
ways of saying the same thing. However,
what is seldom considered is that
recognition and therefore revelation is
relative to one’s point of view.

The Dark Paradigm
The other thoughtform, which is set up
against the thoughtform of so called
“godless materialism”, is equally bleak in its
options. In this dark paradigm, God exists
all right, but He is separated from and
located outside of humanity in some perfect
state of heavenly bliss which, because of
our inherent unworthiness, is totally
unreachable by us during our lives. After
death, access to His Presence is strictly
controlled
by
the
Spiritual
TSA
(Transmigration Security Agency), and only
the Chosen Few can pass thorough their
devotion detectors.

Dense Physical Fixation
Because of our fixation regarding the dense
physical plane, we habitually, and
frequently unconsciously, think of the
externalization and or manifestation in
terms of dense physical appearance. Thus
in order to accept the fact of the Hierarchy
as an existing entity, we think that people
need to actually see who or what they think
of as members of the Hierarchy in dense
physical bodies performing in ways that
they think Hierarchs or spiritual beings of
the 5th Kingdom would perform. Likewise,
we think of the reappearance of the Christ
in terms that has a being occupying a
dense physical body rather suddenly at
some point in time somehow showing up
and walking around on the planet.

Thus in this second paradigm, Humanity is
separated from God and from each other
as well as being unworthy, or downright
evil.
Laid out like this, the above paradigms
seem ridiculous. However, it is easy to
document that vast numbers of humans are
completely under the influence of these
very powerful, Pre-Aquarian thoughtforms.

Undoubtedly, we have been conditioned to
think this way by the past 2 or 3 thousand
years of living under the influence of two
very powerful thoughtforms. One is the
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number of identifiable, to use inadequate
language, procedures.

These thoughtforms are the current drivers
of “endless” war, of our economic systems,
of our separative relationships with one
another on both individual and national
levels. In spite of some mighty advances,
they are now and have been for centuries
at the root of our political systems. They
are being reinforced 24/7 through media of
all kinds.

In the above comment D.K. says,
“Therefore, the call goes out at this time for
hierarchical workers to reveal with greater
emphasis the fact of the Hierarchy.” The
call is for “Hierarchal Workers”. We know
that when D.K. makes comments like this
he probably has in mind a lot of individuals
about whom we know nothing. But I think
he also very definitely has in mind those
people, disciples, who make up what we
call the worldwide esoteric community. A
little earlier in this passage D.K. says that,
“Revelation will come when the world
disciples and initiates have perfected the
art of revelation.”

This is the environment into which we need
“…to reveal with greater emphasis the fact
of the Hierarchy.” What we need to realize
is that people simply will not be able to see
either the Christ or the Hierarchy while
looking through the windows of these PreAquarian thoughtforms. Also, as we know,
we cannot reveal the new using the
methods of the paradigms in which the
cause of the problems lie.

It seems apparent to me that this burden,
rests squarely on our shoulders, and we
are uniquely qualified to implement it. We
are uniquely qualified because we are
meditators. It is meditation, or as it is know
by one of its more esoteric names, “The
Divine Art of Revelation” that enables us to
contact the Hierarchy and
the Christ. It is the art of “Blessed
revelation that enables us are the
to bring the essence of burdens,
those contacts back into by them
the worlds of form and, we
through
the
art
of grow.”
revelation or perhaps you
would prefer another of its more modern
names,
the
Creative
Process
of
Internalization, embody and thus reveal
them.

The Art of Revelation
If we are going to have any success with
this assignment, we are going to have to
learn to use new approaches. So, we need
to rethink or maybe even “first think” about
the “art of revelation.” And a starting point
is to just move out of the blockages of
materialism and self denunciation which
still, perhaps unconsciously, affect our
visions and actions.
Most of the individuals who read
Thoughtline are relatively free of these
limitations; however many of us still think,
in a kind of knee jerk unconscious reflex, of
the externalization and reappearance in
terms of something outside of humanity
coming into the planet and “appearing”.
Partly, this is an accurate assumption;
however, it seems flawed in that it does not
fully understand, or perhaps utilize the
process or “art of revelation.” Revelation is
the process of creation. Creation has a

So, the fact that many of us still think of the
externalization and reappearance in terms
of something outside of humanity coming
into the planet and “appearing” is relatively
correct. However, this “something” is only
outside of, or apparently, separated from
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will be at hand. If we think of the energy of
the heart, love, and how love works, and
we realize that love is the primary energy
that all Hierarchs carry, we can look out
over the world and see the fact of the
Hierarchy in action in many, many venues
of human life and in many, many places on
the planet.

humanity because it lies in a formless
region of consciousness which is beyond
the reach of our habitual state of
awareness.
Even so, this region of consciousness is
and has, for a very long time, been easily
reachable through the art of revelation or
meditation. We cannot reveal this level of
reality by proclaiming that it exists. Been
there, done that for eons. It does not work.

I could make, and have made, a long list of
these venues and places. In fact I could
make a long list of Hierarchs who are in
action right now on the planet. However,
The only way that this level of life can be
my goal, here is to shift consciousness. I
made manifest in the lower three worlds in
think we need to have a consciousness
a fashion that will be visible or revealed to
shift from thinking of
others is if it comes
cannot
reveal
the somebody out there
through us, through our We
equipment. It will be Hierarchy by proclaiming that coming in to save us to
that
the
revealed when we are it exists. Been there, done realizing
grace
and
able to embody, and that for eons. It does not saving
salvation are already
become the living,
work.
pouring in through the
walking models of what
th
art of revelation. And furthermore, that it is
the 5 Kingdom is. As we gradually
through the art of revelation, through our
become these living models, we will be
works that we are revealing the 5th
able to demonstrate that which D.K. calls
Kingdom.
“loving synthesis in action.”
Many of us have long been saying that the
externalization and reappearance are, like
everything else under the Sun, unfolding
processes
of
the
Grand
Design,
movements in the Symphony of Creation.
The fact is that the Hierarchy is
externalizing or being revealed right now.
We understand that revelation is dependent
upon recognition, and that recognition and
therefore revelation is relative to one’s point
of view. If the point of view is fixed in the
paradigms of the Great Lie, there is no way
that either of these revelations will be
recognized.

What we need to do is to have the courage
to 1. accept our roles and 2. to let people
know that this is how members of the
Hierarchy walk the talk. I recall how Walt
Kelly had Pogo say, “We have met the
enemy and he is us.”, and I would like to
now say. “We have met the Hierarchy and
we are it.”
We need a few words about the
reappearance, or the revelation of the
Christ. Again the problem is the fixation on
the form. Esotericists know that there is a
very advanced Soul who occupies the
“head” office in the 5th Kingdom, the
Kingdom of Souls. We call the being who
occupies this office the Christ.

On the other hand, if we can think in terms
of the unfolding Aquarian paradigm which
is recognized by the open heart, revelation
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creation without the presence of the
Feminine Principle, the Mother of the
World.

Many think of the reappearance of the
Christ in terms that have this being
descending into our dense physical world,
our
civilizations
and cultures and
“appearing”. Again, this vision is partly
accurate; however, it leaves out the
process of creation or the art of revelation.
And surely we can all see that this kind of a
vision, while serviceable at some levels is
very limiting, even veiling as to the true
nature of Christ.

I know that many of us see or think of the
Mother of the World, as She is depicted in
N. Roerich’s masterpiece of that name. In
this painting, She appears wearing a veil.
And the fact is that She has been in a
sense veiled.
First off, I think we need to understand just
“Who” the Mother of the World is. The
Mother of the World is to the substance of
this Planet as the Planetary Logos is to the
Guiding Principles of this Planet. She is, in
the same sense that Sanat Kumara is, a
Cosmic Entity.

The Word Is Love
Christ is, after all, a word for an energy we
also know by the name of Love, and
somewhat by the names of consciousness,
awareness and relationship. It is clearly our
function to reveal the Christ through the art
of revelation, that is by contacting,
embodying and radiating this energy we
call Love. Remember, it is “The Christ in
us the hope of Glory.”

Sanat Kumara’s Daily Living
In the following quote, D.K. tried to give us
an idea of Sanat Kumara’s daily living
“Does it mean anything to you when I say
that the ceremonial ritual of the daily life of
Sanat Kumara, implemented by music and
sound and carried on the waves of color
which break upon the shores of the three
worlds of human evolution reveal—in the
clearest notes and tones and shades—the
deepest secret behind His purpose? …I am
not here writing in symbols, but am making
an exact statement of fact. As Beauty in
any of its greater forms breaks upon the
human consciousness, a dim sense is
thereby conveyed of the ritual of Sanat
Kumara’s daily living.” The Rays and the

Again I say, “We have met the Christ and
He is in us and will be revealed only
through us.”
Practically speaking now—and let us recall,
that Love is the most practical energy/force
in the Universe—practically speaking if we
can shift the consciousness of our brothers
and sisters from expecting and looking for
these pre-Aquarian forms and idols on to
the energetic aspects of these living
Beings, we will be going miles and miles
towards revealing both the Christ and the
Hierarchy.

Initiations P. 246

Although he does not mention it, D.K. is
also giving us, in this brief statement of
fact, a unique and seldom noticed insight
into the daily ritual of the Mother of the
World. It is She who implements the Intent
of Sanat Kumara. It is She who provides
the substance and produces those images

The Mother of the World
Finally I think we need to do a little
unveiling of the Mother of the World, who
just happens to be a primary, if not the
primary player in the “art of revelation.” It is
unthinkable to consider revelation or
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it’s common astrological name, the
Aquarian Age. As Master M. has indicated,
“The era of the Mother of the World is
based upon realization of the heart.” That
humanity’s heart center is opening and
doing so more and more rapidly, is obvious
Sanat Kumara is Nothing without the
to us and explains a great deal of the
Mother of the World. The Mother of the
current goings on the planet. As the Age of
World is the ocean of substance without
the Mother of the World continues to
His Divine Intent. Together, through the
unfold, the Feminine Principle will regain its
agency of Love, They produce our planet.
place
of
So, what is the point Sanat Kumara is Nothing without necessity.
here? First of all let us
the Mother of the World. The
A
primary
realize that this great
entity we call The Mother of the World is the ocean objective of the
of
Mother of the World is of substance without His Divine Ashram
not a person, in the Intent. Together, through the Synthesis is to
a
same sense that the agency of Love, They produce bring
Christ
or
Sanat our planet.
conscious
awareness of the
Kumara
are
not
new evolution impulse which is driving the
persons. She is the Feminine Principle, a
unfolding Age into the 4th Kingdom. This
co-equal and totally necessary aspect of
the “art of revelation” or any effort to
includes the recognition of the externalizing
manifest anything from a planet to a poem
Hierarchy and the reappearing Christ
to right human relations.
Principle within the field we call the 4th
Kingdom. These events would not be
This entity, The Feminine Principle has
possible without the complete, unfettered
been veiled for at least 1800 years.
participation of the nurturing energy and
self sacrificing service of the Feminine
While She was veiled, it is my thinking that
Principle. “Let us not forget that for each
She never veiled herself. Principles do not
important achievement the Feminine
do that. She, or the Feminine Principle, was
Principle is essential as a foundation and
veiled by the progenitors of the Great Lie.
essence.” Heart #106 Creation is simply not
possible without the Mother of the World.
Her role in the divine processes of the
Planetary life was veiled. The Mother of the
About this principle which has been veiled
World was deliberately hidden. Her divinity
for so long, there is much more to say. Stay
was discounted, obfuscated, denied,
tuned.
ridiculed, vilified, and, to get really down to
it, She was not only veiled, but made to
Loving us
wear a burka.
-tom
We are now entering, it seems to me, the
Age of the Mother of the World, or to give it
of beauty which break upon the human
consciousness, and which convey in the
“clearest notes and tones and shades—the
deepest secret behind His purpose.”
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O sweet
spontaneous
earth how often
have
the doting
fingers of
prurient
philosophies
pinched
and poked
thee
has the naughty
thumb
of science
prodded
thy
beauty how
often have
religions taken
thee upon their
scraggy
knees squeezing
and
buffeting thee that
thou mightest
conceive
gods
but
true
to the
incomparable
couch of death thy
rhythmic
lover
thou answerest
them only with
spring
e. e. cummings
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